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Abstract. In this work, integrative biomass gasification with solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
system using rice husk as feedstock was studied under various operations. It was found
that the stand-alone mixed air-steam gasification provided significant higher benefit than
alone air and steam gasification. The mathematical model was developed to predict the
electrical, thermal and overall efficiency of the system. It was found that the SOFC with
steam gasification also provided the greatest overall efficiency of 96%. Hence, the steam
gasification is a promising option for coupling with SOFC to generate electricity from
biomass.
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1. Introduction
Fuel cells have been known as one of the power generation technology by using electrochemical reaction.
This is different from conventional power generation technology, i.e. gas turbine or steam turbine, which
electricity is produced via mechanical process. Theoretically, a single unit fuel cell is usually consisted of
three basic sections, i.e. anode, cathode and electrolyte. The gaseous electrochemical reactants are diffused
though the electrodes and then converted to electricity at electrodes/electrolyte interfaces. One of
premising fuel cell is Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC). It is more preferred than other fuel cells since it able to
handle a wide range of hydrocarbon fuels [1]. SOFC is fabricated from solid materials and operated at high
temperatures (700-1000oC). SOFC could be designed as either tubular or planar configuration [2, 3]. During
operating, hydrocarbons could be internally or externally reformed (depending on the composition of the
hydrocarbon fuels and the configuration of solid cell) to H2 and CO as the main reactants for SOFC. And
then electricity is also generated together with H2O and CO2 [4]. Since H2 and CO is benefited for SOFC,
the efficiency of SOFC, which is fuelled by methane, is higher than a hydrogen-fuelled system [5].
Essentially, the released heat from exothermic electrochemical reactions can be powerfully applied for
cogeneration and/or bottoming cycle. This is benefited for stationary power generation applications. This
results in several integrated SOFC system. Now a day, there are several promising SOFC cogeneration
systems. For example, SOFC–Gas Turbine system (SOFC–GT), SOFC–Combined Heat and Power
system (SOFC–CHP), SOFC–Micro gas turbine (SOFC-MGT) hybrid system, SOFC integrated distillation
column (SOFC–DIS) [6-11]. For the SOFC–GT application, Palsson et al. [6] investigated a 500kW
methane-fuelled SOFC–GT system. Their system consisted of preheaters, a pre-reformer, a SOFC stack, a
combustor, an air compressor, a booster and an expander. After that, this SOFC–GT system was integrated
with a CO2 capture in the work of Fredriksson [8]. They reported that electrical efficiency of this system is
higher than 60%. Meanwhile, the combination of a SOFC stack, a desulfurizer, a power conversion and
system controllers was studied by Fontell et al. [12]. Their results revealed that the system efficiency
achieved is around 85%. If the desulfurizer unit was removed and replaced with a power conversion and
controllers, the maximum system efficiency could be reduced to 52% [13]. In the case of SOFC-MGT, it is
flexible for several type of fuel and provides the high energy conversion [9, 14]. The combination of
biomass gasification with SOFC and/or micro gas turbine (MGT) for small-scale CHP was also simulated.
Sucipta et al. [9] developed mathematical model of internal reforming SOFC integrated with MGT and
fueled by differenced composition of gasified biomass fuel. It was found that the system biomass is still low
when air was used as gasified agent. The pressurized SOFC-MGT configuration showed the maximum
efficiency of 36%, whereas that from SOFC-MGT was estimated at 23 %. Until now, the thermodynamic
analysis of SOFC integrated with biomass gasification system (with various gasification agents) has been
limited [14]. Alternatively, the performance of SOFC–DIS system was also investigated. The interested
system consists of a distillation column, a EtOH/H2O heater, a air heater, a anode preheater, a reformer, a
SOFC stack and an afterburner [11]. The simulation results showed the overall electrical efficiency is
around 33.3%. Conventionally, biomass gasification is integrated with engines and/or gas turbines to
generate electricity. However, electrical efficiency of these integrated systems is only 20-30 % of the lower
heating value (LHV) of biomass feedstock. To enhance the efficiency of biomass utilization, the coupling
of biomass gasifier with SOFC is one of interested option. Recently, Omosun et al. [15] studied SOFC
fuelled by the product gas from gasified biomass. The overall efficiency of their system is 59.6%. Then
novel autothermal type gasifier coupling with SOFC was considered by Panopoulos et al. [14]. The hot
exhaust in the combustor is directly utilized in the autothermal gasifier. They reported that the electrical
efficiency is 36% and the thermal efficiency is 14% when hydrogen utilization factor (Uf ) is 0.7 and current
density is 2500 A/m2.
From the previous study, SOFC had been integrated with several technology. However, the efficiency
of the integrated systems is recommend to improve when compared the conventionally biomass power
generation technology. So the alternative integrated system would be present in this study. The set of
mathematical modeling was developed in order to predict the behavior of biomass gasification integrated
with SOFC system in terms of thermal efficiency, electrical efficiency and overall efficiency. The
composition of lignocellulosic biomass, in the present work, is based on local rice husk since it is the major
crop residue of Thailand. The effects of operating conditions (i.e. inlet oxidant/fuel ratio, steam/air ratio,
and operating temperature) on the system efficiency were also determined. As electrical generation purpose,
the optimum operating conditions of biomass gasification integrated with SOFC system were identified in
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this study. This is advantage for Thailand and agricultural countries where several types and numerous
amount of lignocellulosic biomass are available.

2. System Modeling
AspenPlusTM (AP) is applied for system analysis in the present work since it was reported that the process
simulation capabilities of AP enables to predict the reliable behavior of SOFC system [16, 17]. This
approach utilizes the existing capabilities of this process simulator and provides convenient way to perform
detailed process study of SOFC based power generation cycles. The configuration of tubular SOFC in this
model is developed based the design of Siemens-Westinghouse [18]. As shown in Fig. 1, a proposed
process scheme consists of a fluidized bed gasifier, a hot gas cleaning, pre-heaters for fuel and air, SOFC
stack and a burner. The details of the modeling approach were separated into gasifier, gas cleaning, SOFC
and burner.

Fig. 1. Process schematic of the SOFC coupling with biomass gasification in the present work.
2.1. Gasifier Modeling
Gasifier is demonstrated by a DECOMP block of AP, where the decomposition of dry biomass with a
known moisture content was introduced. Here, biomass is decomposed into elements such as C, H, O, N,
S, tar and ash. Rice husk was applied as biomass in the present work. The elemental composition of rice
husk (i.e. carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen) was analyzed by using ultimate analysis technique under
dry-ash free basis. All analysis components are given in Table 1. In this research, tar was assumed as
naphthalene compound [19] while ash was assumed as a non-conventional compound for the modeling
purpose. The decomposed elements along with tar and ash were introduced in to the splitter to split the
portion of carbon for recycle purpose. In this model, 10% of carbon portion was assumed to be nonreacted element in the Gibb’s reactor. Furthermore, a ratio of 15% non-equilibrium char for circulating
fluidized bed autothermal gasification was applied [20]. This allows methane concentration in the
gasification subsection outlet is in the range of 5 to 10% (v/v). This is agreed with commonly measured
values. According to the literature about steam gasification experiments with catalytic in situ fluidized bed
tar reduction, the amount of tar was specified to allow 1–5 g/m3 in dry basis product gas [21]. The burner
where combustion and gasification take place was modeled by a RGIBBS block in Aspen Plus™, in which
the components considered are CH4, CO, CO2, H2, H2O, and C(s).
Table 1. Ultimate analysis of Rice Husk as received percentage by dry-ash free basis.
% by weight dry ash free basis

C
48.7

H
6.96
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O
43.98
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2.2. SOFC Electrochemical Model
This SOFC model was developed with objectives to analysis the thermodynamic and electricity parameters.
In order to simplify the simulation, the assumptions for calculation in this work are listed below.
- The model is considered as steady state conditions.
- The active site is distributed uniformly over catalysis surface.
- The distribution of temperature and total pressure on the electrode are uniform.
- The conducting phases are considered as continuous and homogeneous.
- The gas concentration and the current density are uniform along with in the fuel channel.
- Only H2 gas is concerned as the electrochemical reactant because the rate of water-gas shift reaction
is much faster than the rate of CO oxidization.
- Fuel utilization along the SOFC is fixed at 0.85. [15]
It is noted that these assumptions are acceptable since the length of the fuel channel is 3.8 mm. which
is relatively smalls [10, 16]. As the basis of Zhang et al. [21], H2 was consumed via an electrochemical
reaction. Meanwhile, air and syngas were heated up by liberated heat from the fuel cell. At the cathode, the
inlet oxygen was separated from the air stream to provide oxygen-ions through the electrolyte. Nitrogen
and unreacted oxygen in the air stream were sent out in the cathode exhaust stream. The main reactions
taking place at the anode are:
Reforming and electrochemical reactions: At high temperature, CH4 is reformed on the anode
surface to form H2 and CO (Eq. (1)), while the water-gas shift reaction also takes place to generate more H2
(Eq. (2)). The electrochemical reaction of the generated H2 with O2- then occurs at the anode surface to
release electrons for the external circuit (Eq. (3)). Based on these equations, the total hydrogen equivalent
can be given from equation (Eq. (4)).

CH4  H 2O  CO  3H 2

(1)

CO  H 2O  CO2  H 2
H 2  1 2 O2  H 2O
n H 2 ,equivalent  3nCH4  nCO

(2)
(3)
(4)

It is noted that the required oxygen at the cathode can be calculated from the known hydrogen
consumption using the following, Eq. (5):
nO2 ,required 

1
U f n H 2 ,equivalent
2

(5)

Theoretically, H2 and O2 is directly influenced to electrical properties of the fuel cell, such as voltage
and current density. The open circuit voltage of fuel cell, E, is calculated by using Nernst Equation (6).
p H 2 p O0.5
RT 
2

EE 
ln
 pH O
2F
2

o






(6)

In the case of actual operation, the electrochemical reaction is irreversible. Therefore, the actual voltage
is lower than the theoretical value of the open circuit voltage. This is the result of ohmic, activation and
concentration losses.
Voltage loss calculations: Voltage loss calculations are calculated based on the ideal cell voltage as the
potential redution by ohmic, activation, and concentration losses [22-24]. Theoretically, the ohmic loss is
related to the limitation of electrical conductivity of fuel cell stack materials. The ohmic loss could be
calculated by Eq. (9). It is noted that the ohmic resistance is the summation of all resistance at electrolyte,
anode, cathode, and inters cell connector. It should be noted that ohmic resistance, Rohm , is calculated
using material resistivity, length and cross sectional area of the electrodes and electrolyte. All material
properties for calculating the internal cell resistance are listed in Table 2.
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(9)
Vohm  iRohm
For the tubular configuration, the tube dimensions and the current path flows were taken into account
the circumferential current flows at the anode and cathode [24]. The current (i) and ohmic voltage loss can
be calculated from Eq. (10) and (9), respectively. Meanwhile, n H 2 reacted is calculated for the reforming
reactions, Eq. (1)-(2), and the fixed-fuel utilization.

i  2F .n H2 reacted

(10)

The activation polarization, V act , occurs due to slow electron release or capture steps in the electrode–
electrolyte bilayer. This polarization could be evaluated by the Butler-Volmer equation, Eq. (11)-(13), [2527]. These equations were also applied in this work.

  nF
nF



i  i0 exp   e Vact   exp   (1    e Vact 
RT



  RT
 p H  p H O 
 E act,anode 

i0, H 2  anode 2  2  exp  
 p  p 
RT 

 ref  ref 

i0,O2

 pO
 cathode 2
p
 ref






0.25

 E act,cathode 

exp  
RT 


(11)
(12)

(13)

The concentration polarization, Vcon , is caused by the limited diffusion of gaseous reactants and
products species through the porous SOFC electrodes, as seen in Eq. (14). This polarization can be
estimated by expressing the relative concentration difference of species participating in reaction sites and
bulk SOFC flow. This reduction is controlled by Fick’s law of diffusion inside the electrode pores. The final
forms of anode and cathode overpotentials are given in the work of Chan, Khor [26], which include the
effective of ordinary and Knudsen diffusion coefficients.

Vcon


p H 2 p H 2O
pCO
pCO2
pO 2
RT
RT
RT

ln(
)
ln(
)
ln(
)
*
2F
2F
4
F
p
p H 2 p H* 2O
pCO pCO
O
2
2

(14)

where * represent gas partial pressure at active site.
The actual SOFC voltage ( VSOFC ) could be determined from Eq. (15) Meanwhile the net power output,

PSOFC , will be calculated by using Eq. (16).

VSOFC  E  Vohm  Vact  Vcon

(15)
(16)

PSOFC  VSOFC  i
Table 2. SOFC material properties [27].
Cell components
Electrolyte

Material
YSZ

Specific resistivity (Ω m)

2.94  10 5 exp(10350/ T )

Anode

Ni/YSZ

2.98  10 5 exp( 1392/ T )

Cathode
Inter-cell connector

LSM-YSZ
Doped LaCrO3

8.114  10 5 exp(600/ T )
0.0003215
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2.3. System Efficiency Calculations
Since a gasifier and a SOFC were integrated into this study, there were several efficiency parameters which
were interested in calculating. Firstly, the electrical efficiency was calculated as the ratio of net electrical
output generated (from the integration of SOFC with gasifier) to the biomass energy content fed to the
gasifier, Eq. (17).





P

SOFC
 elec  


m

 biomass LHVbiomass 

(17)

The thermal efficiency was considered as the ratio of net useful heat generated to biomass input, Eq.
(18), while the overall efficiency was the sum of the net output of electrical and thermal energy to the input
biomass feed, Eq. (18).



Q



use
thermal  

m


LHV
biomass 
 biomass




Q use  PSOFC

 m biomass  LHVbiomass 

 overall  

(18)

(19)

3. Results and Discussion
The product composition and system efficiency of the gasification with different operating conditions (i.e.
air-fed, steam-fed and mixed steam/air-fed) were firstly analyzed. It should be noted that the developed
model was validated as the same method as our previous work [28]. Then, the SOFC system performance
under nominal operational condition was studied as a reference scenario. As the major work, the electrical
and thermal performance of SOFC system with different gasification operations were compared. Moreover,
the operating conditions were varied at different equivalence ratio (ER) and steam to biomass ratio (SBR).
It was noted that ER is the measuring of the amount of external oxygen supplied to the system, which
obtained by dividing the actual oxygen to biomass molar ratio to the stoichiometric oxygen to biomass
molar ratio. Meanwhile, SBR was defined as the mole steam fed per mole of biomass. The operating
temperature was varied between 700-900 oC in order to achieve the intermediate temperature SOFC which
is benefited for SOFC materials [32]. The use of too temperature (above 900 oC) can damage the SOFC
material. Finally, the optimum operation for SOFC coupling with biomass gasification would be suggested.
3.1. Analysis of Gasification Reactions (with Air-, Steam- and Mixed Air/Steam)
Before coupling with SOFC, the stand-alone gasification at different operating conditions (i.e. ER, SBR,
operating temperature, and steam to air ratio) was analyzed. The compositions of the syngas after the
gasifier were presented in our previous work [28]. The simulation results indicated that the main products
from the biomass gasification are H2, CO, CO2 with an insignificant amount of CH4 (less than 0.1%). The
highest hydrogen production from the steam gasification could be achieved when SBR was 4.0.
Not only amount of hydrogen production but the energy consumption for the system is also the
important parameter. Therefore, the thermodynamic efficiency of these two processes was also investigated.
At typical air gasification, the efficiency is dramatically decreased with increasing ER in the range of studied
temperatures, as seen in Fig. 2(a), this might be caused by the reverse water gas shift reaction. Furthermore,
the efficiency is slightly increased with increasing temperature (from 35% at 750ºC to 42.5% at 900ºC with
ER of 0.2). This could be due to the reduction of SOFC overpotentials when the operating temperature is
increased. In the case of steam gasification, the efficiency is initially increased with increasing SBR (from 26%
at SBR of 0.5 to 32% at SBR of 2.5) due to impacts of the steam reforming reaction; then it is decreased at
higher SBR, as seen in Fig. 2(b). Similar to the air gasification, the efficiency is increased (in the range of 510%) with increasing temperature in all range of SBR. For the case of mixed air-steam gasification, the
effects of ER and SBR on the thermodynamic efficiency are estimated at 900 oC as shown in Fig. 2(c). It
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can be seen that the efficiency is increased as ER and SBR are increased until reaching the optimum point.
After that, the steam plays less impact on quantity of hydrogen production. Therefore, the efficiency would
be reduced although ER and SBR are increased. The optimum condition for the mixed air-steam
gasification is at the ER and SBR of 0.1 and 2.5, respectively. This condition could provide the efficiency
up to 66.5%. From this study, steam is more benefited for biomass gasification. When using steam as a
gasified agent, the desired products are higher produced than using air.
3.2. Outputs from SOFC System at Base Condition
The electrical performance SOFC system with air gasification (using ER of 0.2) was firstly studied as the
base condition. Theoretically, the cell voltage is influenced mainly operating condition and quantity of
syngas. It can be estimated by considering the voltage losses i.e. ohmic, concentration and polarization
losses. The voltage performance is decreased as the current density increased for SOFC operating
temperature range of 700-900 oC as shown in Fig. 3. It could be seen that the slope of a line in this graph is
significantly increased with decreasing temperature. This is the effect of exponential increasing of ohmic
and activation resistances. These results are in good agreement with the results of the previous researchers
[22, 29, 30]. In the meantime, the power output is initially increased with increasing the current density and
then dropping down at high current density (Fig. 4).
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2 Thermal efficiency of (a) air gasification, (b) steam gasification, and (c) mixed air/steam gasification
at 900 oC.
ENGINEERING JOURNAL Volume 21 Issue 4, ISSN 0125-8281 (http://www.engj.org/)
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Fig. 3. Relation between cell voltage and current density at various temperatures.

Fig. 4. Effect of current density on the power output from the SOFC system coupling with air gasification
(at ER of 0.2 and Uf of 0.85).
3.3. Effect of Operating Conditions on the Power Density
The power density from the SOFC coupling with biomass gasification at different ER, SBR, operating
temperature, and steam to air ratio were then studied. In the case of the SOFC coupling with steam
gasification, the power density increased as the SBR and temperature increased (Fig. 5(a)), which could be
due to the increasing of hydrogen from the stream gasification reaction and reducing of cell overpotentials.
However, it can also be seen from the figure that the operating temperature showed only slight impact on
the power density achievement. In the case of the SOFC coupling with air gasification, the power density at
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ER from 0.13 to 0.3 and gasification temperature from 700 oC to 900 oC is shown in Fig. 5(b). The power
density decreased as the ER increased since production gas from gasifier is partially combusted. Conversely,
the power density increased with increasing of gasification temperature, particularly at high ER value. This
might be due to the reducing of resistant when the temperature increases. The maximum power density
obtained from this operation is approximately 0.0577 W/cm2 at ER of 0.13, whereas the minimum value is
0.028 W/cm2 at ER of 0.3. In this investigation, increasing of the stream is benefited for the higher power
density of all type of integrated system. As for the SOFC coupling with mixed air/steam gasification, the
simulation is carried out by varying the ER from 0.13 to 0.3, and SBR from 0.1 to 5.6 while keeping the
operation temperature constant at 900 oC as shown in Fig. 5(c). It can be seen that the power density
increased with increasing SBR but oppositely reduced by increasing ER. This is related to increase of syngas
when SBR is increased as reported by Wongchanapai et.al [31]. Compared to the SOFC coupling with steam
gasification, the power density estimated from the SOFC coupling with mixed air/steam gasification is
relatively lower at the same operating temperature.
3.4. Effect of Operating Conditions on the System Efficiency
As the next step, the system efficiency from the SOFC coupling with these three type of gasification
process was analysed at the operating temperature range of 700-900 oC by keeping the voltage constant at
0.7 V for all case studies. Figures 6(a)-(c) showed the trends of electrical, thermal and overall efficiency
from the SOFC coupling with air gasification at various ER values in the range of temperature between
700-900 oC. It can be seen from Fig. 6(a) that the electrical efficiency decreased with increasing the ER
value particularly at low operating temperature and high ER value (> 0.2). The maximum electrical
efficiency of 21.5% is predicted at ER of 0.17 and gasification temperature of 900 oC. As the ER increased,
the rapid reaction of biomass with oxygen occurred to form the higher amount of CO2, which reduced the
syngas quantity and thereby resulted in lower electrical efficiency. According to the thermal efficiency
prediction, similarly, it decreased with increasing of the ER values as shown in Fig. 6(b). Nevertheless, it
can also be seen that as the gasification temperature increased from 700 oC to 900 oC, the thermal efficiency
gradually increased particularly at high ER values (from 24% to 43%) due to the releasing of high amount
of heat and the further oxidation of unreacted CO from the burner, which significantly affect the net useful
heat from the system. Lastly, for the overall efficiency, it is predicted to be in the range of 42-49% over the
ranges of ER and gasification temperature studied, as seen in Fig. 6(c).
According to the SOFC system coupling with steam gasification, the electrical, thermal and overall
efficiency are predicted in the SBR between 0.1 to 5.5 and gasification temperature between 750-900 oC as
shown in Figs. 7(a)-(c). Clearly, the increasing of SBR and gasification temperature leaded to higher
electrical efficiency achievement. At SBR value of 4.2, the efficiency is predicted to be 56%. The high
electrical efficiency achievement is due to the high production rate of H2 from the steam gasification
particularly at high SBR and gasification temperature as shown in Fig. 8. This hydrogen-rich gas can be
efficiently used by the electrochemical reaction to generate electricity. As for the thermal efficiency, it is
initially increased with increasing SBR value and reached the maximum value of 55% at the SBR of 0.3.
Nevertheless, the thermal efficiency steadily dropped down from 55% to 25% at SBR of 4.2. The decrease
of thermal efficiency at high SBR value is related to the high input energy requirement to generate steam for
the steam gasification reaction. A similar trend as thermal efficiency is also observed for the overall
efficiency, in which the highest efficiency of 96% can be achieved, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Thus, it can be
suggested that the suitable SBR for the SOFC coupling with steam gasification is 0.3.
For comparison, the SOFC system coupling with mixed air-steam gasification is also analyzed. As
shown in Fig. 9(a), the electrical efficiency increased with increasing SBR and/or decreasing ER. The
highest efficiency of 43% can be achieved at the SBR of 5.6 and ER of 0.13. As for the thermal efficiency,
the high efficiency of 49% can be obtained at the low SBR and ER values (Fig. 9(b)). Lastly, the analysis of
overall efficiency is presented in Fig. 9(c), in which the maximum efficiency of 80% can be reached. It can
be seen that the efficiency of the SOFC system coupling with mixed air-steam gasification are greater than
those of the SOFC system coupling with air gasification but relatively less than the SOFC system coupling
with steam gasification.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. The power density achievement from the SOFC Thermal efficiency of (a) air gasification, (b)
steam gasification, and (c) mixed air/steam gasification at 900 oC.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 6. (a) electrical efficiency, (b) thermal efficiency and (c) overall efficiency from the SOFC system
coupling with air gasification.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7. (a) Electrical efficiency, (b) thermal efficiency and (c) overall efficiency from the SOFC system
coupling with steam gasification.
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Fig. 8

the yield of H2 production from the steam gasification at various SBR (from 0.2 to 10).

a)

b)

b)

Fig. 9. (a) Electrical efficiency, (b) thermal efficiency and (c) overall efficiency from the SOFC system
coupling with mixed air-steam gasification at 900ºC.
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In summary, according to our preliminary analysis, the mixed air-steam gasification produced
hydrogen-rich gas with the highest efficiency compared to air and steam alone gasification. Nevertheless,
when coupling the gasification with SOFC system, the steam gasification seems to be the greater option
since a significant amount of heat is released from the electrochemical reaction of SOFC and it can be
efficiently used for the endothermic steam gasification reaction to provide the autothermal operation.

4. Conclusion
System efficiency of integrated biomass gasification/solid oxide fuel cell system with various operations (i.e.
air, steam and mixed air-steam gasification with different ER and SBR) are studied over Thailand rice husk.
According to the SOFC coupling with air gasification, the maximum electrical efficiency of 21.5% is
predicted at low ER (0.17) and the overall efficiency of 42-49% is obtained. As for the SOFC system
coupling with mixed air-steam gasification, the highest electrical efficiency of 43% can be achieved at the
SBR of 5.6 and ER of 0.13; and at the low SBR and ER, the thermal efficiency of 49% and the overall
efficiency of 80% can be reached. For the SOFC system coupling with steam gasification, the electrical
efficiency is predicted to be 56% at SBR value of 4.2, whereas the thermal and overall efficiency increased
with increasing SBR value and reached the maximum value of 55% and 96%, respectively, at the SBR of 0.3.
It can be concluded from this study that, among all gasification/SOFC operations, the steam gasification is
the suitable option for coupling with SOFC to general electricity from biomass since this system generated
higher syngas than the air-, and mixed air/steam gasification. The higher amount of syngas eventually
results in higher power generation.
List of Nomenclatures
AP

E
Eo
E act
ER

F

i
i0

AspenPlusTM
Potential, V
Potential for standard temperature and pressure and pure reactants, V
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Faraday’s constant, 5 96,484 C/mol
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ne
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PSOFC
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Net useful heat available after burning the spent gases from the SOFC stack, kJ/h

R

Universal gas constant; 8.414 kJ/ mol K.
Ohmic resistant, kΩ.m2
Stream to biomass ratio
Temperature, K
Activation loss, V
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T
VAct
Vcon
VSOFC
Vohm

Mass flow of the biomass (kg/h)

Concentration loss, V
Actual SOFC voltage, V
Ohmic loss, V

Greek letters
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elec
 overall
 thermal

Electrical Efficiency

Uf



Fuel utilization

Overall Efficiency
Thermal Efficiency
Exchange current density
Charge transfer coefficient
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